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Empowerment key to building trust

Choices offered:
Residents
heading into a
meeting in New
Brighton on
Saturday to
discuss
relocation in
eastern
Christchurch
after the
Government
buyout option
was presented
last week.
Engagement with
communities is
essential for
securing public
trust, says
disaster-recovery
expert Professor
Bruce Glavovic.
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Disaster recovery expert Professor BRUCE
GLAVOVIC says community engagement is
crucial to the recovery process.

The recovery process
itself is fog-bound.
Few citizens know
precisely who is
responsible for what;
how the recovery
process will unfold
over time; and how
they can contribute
to the recovery
process.

T
rust is arguably the
single most important
factor shaping the
success of the greater
Christchurch recovery

effort.
Thursday’s announcement by

the Government that it would buy
homes in the worst-affected areas
underscores the ‘‘trust
imperative’’. The buyout decision
will enable many people to make
vital choices about their futures
and get on with their lives.

This and subsequent decisions
are difficult and often contentious.
Cantabrians need to be able to
trust those making pivotal
recovery decisions. What needs to
be done to ensure that Cantabrians
build trust in those responsible for
the recovery process?

Empowering leadership and
community engagement are the
essential ingredients for securing
public trust.

The fog of uncertainty hampers
recovery. Unfortunately,
uncertainty will persist for a long
time – especially for those living in
the orange zone. A good recovery
process is one that people trust
will provide clear pathways
through this fog. Many people are
working extremely hard to ensure
good recovery outcomes. They
need to be applauded for their
tireless efforts.

But the recovery process itself
is fog-bound. Few citizens know
precisely who is responsible for
what; how the recovery process
will unfold over time; and how
they can contribute to the recovery
process.

A plethora of agencies and
organisations are involved. The
resultant cacophony of voices is
confusing and debilitating.
Hundreds, if not thousands, of
recovery meetings and events
have already been held. Many
more will be held.

How can Cantabrians
contribute to the recovery process?
How will their inputs be
synthesised and integrated? What
impact can they have on agency
decisions?

How will the efforts of different
agencies be co-ordinated? How will
conflicting interests be reconciled?
It is difficult to get clear and
consistent answers to these
questions.

The fog of uncertainty
surrounding the recovery process

needs to be lifted so that
Cantabrians can build trust in
recovery agencies. Empowering
leadership and community
engagement is central to building
such trust.

In the immediate aftermath of
disaster, the situation is dangerous
and there is little debate about
priorities. Resources need to be
marshalled and quick decisions
need to be made to rescue people,
evacuate people from danger,
secure buildings and provide
essential services.

A ‘‘militaristic’’ approach with
the archetypal ‘‘alpha male’’ at the
helm may be appropriate in crisis.
But an empowering ‘‘feminine’’
leadership model, and an
organisational culture and
practices that are nimble and
adaptive are needed when one
transitions from response to
recovery.

Recovery is complex. It is
characterised by non-linear
interdependencies and high levels
of uncertainty and surprise.
Notwithstanding the ongoing
seismic risk, the situation is not
immediately dangerous. Difficult
and contentious choices must be
confronted. And time is of the
essence.

Empowering leadership is
needed to facilitate community
recovery.

The prevailing impasse
between civic and business leaders
about who should lead the city
council into the future – the
question over the reappointment
of current chief executive Tony
Marryatt – undermines public
confidence in an agency that is
central to the recovery effort.

Regardless of one’s opinion
about who should assume the role,
public trust in the Christchurch
City Council will only be restored
by putting in place an open and
transparent appointment process
that answers the question: Who is
best equipped to provide
empowering leadership for the
council?

Community engagement is
crucial to the recovery process.
But what does this really mean?
People use this term but often
mean very different things.
Obviously, there are different
levels of community engagement
or participation.

In the late 1960s, Sherry
Arnstein wrote about a ‘‘ladder of

participation’’ that extends from
the bottom rung of ‘‘manipulation’’
up through ‘‘consultation’’ to the
top rung of ‘‘citizen control’’.

Asking the public to give their
opinion so that an agency can sort
through the ideas submitted and
then decide what should be done is
a low level of engagement that can
amount to little more than
tokenism.

Post-disaster experience
worldwide shows that empowering
community engagement is vital for
effective recovery. Manipulative
or token participation quickly
becomes apparent. It undermines
trust and leads to poor recovery
outcomes.

Recovery agencies need to say
what they mean by ‘‘community
engagement’’. Keeping the public
informed about agency decisions
is low on the ladder. Given the
gravitas of recovery, it is
necessary to move up the ladder by
ensuring that Cantabrian
concerns and aspirations directly
shape recovery decisions.

A good recovery process is not a
choice between top-down or
bottom-up planning and decision-
making. It is a governance process.
But this is not widely recognised.

Key agencies have been tasked
with various responsibilities.

Dates have been set for developing
locality-specific strategies and
plans. Public meetings have been
held and more are scheduled. Draft
strategies and plans will be
circulated for public feedback.

But it is not clear how the
activities of recovery agencies are
being co-ordinated to ensure that
these efforts are heading in the
same direction. There are no clear
mechanisms for integrating
informal recovery efforts into the
formal government planning and
decision-making processes.

It is not clear how conflicting
interests will be resolved. In short,
it is not clear what community

engagement means to recovery
agencies.

Government cannot ‘‘do’’
recovery for quake-affected
communities; it is communities
that recover. Government
therefore needs to work in
partnership with communities,
including the civil society and the
private sector, throughout the
recovery process.

Empowering community
engagement is not easy to do. It is
much more than informing
communities. It extends beyond
two-way communication to
opening up meaningful
opportunities for public
deliberation: inclusive reflection,
dialogue and negotiated decision-
making. It is not a PR exercise.

Three pivotal issues need to be
addressed in designing an
empowering community
engagement process.

First, the process must create
meaningful opportunities for
inclusive reflection and dialogue.
Marginalised groups need to have
opportunities to voice their
concerns and recommend
solutions. Local knowledge,
professional expertise and
scientific understanding need to be
integrated. Tangata whenua have
a vital role to play.

Public meetings are just one
forum for sharing ideas. Such
events are important. But they are
little more than telephone poles
holding up the telephone wires
that facilitate dialogue. How will
the many meetings and other
efforts be integrated to ensure a
coherent recovery process?

Second, the recovery process
needs to be deliberately designed
and facilitated to resolve
conflicting interests. Conflict is
inevitable and normal. Short and
longer-term goals and public and
private interests may conflict.
Extraordinarily difficult decisions
need to be made. There will be
winners and losers.

A safe and secure environment
therefore needs to be created for
inclusive participation and
negotiated decision-making.
Trusted independent mediators
will need to help resolve
conflicting interests.

Third, recovery plans need to
be ‘‘localised’’ to account for
differential seismic risk, address
distinctive needs and develop
community-centred solutions.
Recovery is multi-dimensional but
community-specific.

A ‘‘one-size-fits-all’’ approach is
inappropriate. Like a patchwork
quilt, each local patch has its own

particular pattern. But together
the patches create a distinctive
quilt. The whole is greater than the
sum of the parts.

There are many distinctive
neighbourhoods in the city and
surrounding region. Activities
therefore need to be clustered
around local communities.

Community boards have a key
role to play in helping to articulate
and address the needs of different
communities in the city. Emergent
groups, such as CanCERN, the
Student Army and Future
Canterbury Network have a vital
contribution to make.

There are also distinctive
sectoral needs. The business
community has particular
recovery needs and essential
contributions to make. The
recovery process thus needs to
disaggregate and then aggregate
community engagement through
waves of activity that stitch
together distinctive geographic,
cultural, sectoral and other
patches.

Empowering community
engagement is difficult to do,
especially in post-disaster
situations. Recovery is a complex
process of community
redevelopment in a pressure-
cooker. Activities that normally
take place over long periods are
concentrated in disaster-affected
locales and have to be ‘‘fast-
tracked’’.

Some disaster scholars speak
about a ‘‘speed v deliberation’’
dilemma. On the one hand, it is
vital to meet the pressing needs of
quake-affected individuals and
communities. On the other hand, it
is imperative to take time to make
decisions based on the best
available information to ensure
that the outcomes of the recovery
process stand that test of time and
leave a legacy that meets the needs
of both current and future
generations.

Recovery thus requires
simultaneous collaborative
planning and action. Empowering
leadership and empowering
community engagement are
essential for resolving the speed v
deliberation dilemma. Together
they build trust in the recovery
process and enable communities to
navigate pathways through the
prevailing fog of uncertainty.

■ Bruce C Glavovic holds the EQC chair
in natural hazards planning and is
associate director of the Joint Centre
for Disaster Research at Massey
University. He is an independent
academic and does not speak on behalf
of or represent the views of EQC.

‘Dreamtime’ fuels old-timer as he survives life in the ‘the freezer’
Jane
Bowron

COMMENT

Orange, red, white and green
– in the good old days they
were simply colours or

Cluedo characters. Now they have
become statements about people’s
lives. When I hear people, myself
included, ask others, ‘‘What colour
are you?’’ it sounds impolite,
discriminatory even.

Kermit the Frog sang a song
about how it wasn’t easy being
green, and I find myself feeling
guilty that I’m living in a rented
green-zoned house, which means
it’s in the ‘‘go’’ zone. For the
orange people in the ‘‘hold’’ zone
their lives remain in limbo
waiting like that unfortunate
character Winnie in Samuel
Beckett’s play Happy Days, as she
becomes buried in a mound of dirt.

Sick and tired of being given
the mushroom treatment and left
in the dark for months by Cera, at
last those in the red zone have

been offered a deal, but one doesn’t
envy them buying land off greedy
developers, borrowing heavily
from the banks to afford land in
the west, and the battle with
insurance companies over the
ghastly fine print.

The enormity of moving entire
neighbourhoods to greener
pastures is mind-boggling as there
is talk of whole streets with strong
bonds forged post-quakes moving
together en masse.

You wonder if the Government
is prepared for resistance from
those who may dig their feet in and

absolutely refuse to budge,
choosing instead to stay and tap
into the national grid, keep using
the chemical toilets, or as friends
joke, bring back the night cart that
used to visit Kiwi homes back in
the 1920s to collect human waste.

The announcement that red-
zone land will be bought by the
Government, eventually
redeveloped then put back on the
market years down the track, only
the day after Thursday’s big
announcement, made those in the
red flinch as they grappled with
their brave new world, and wince
at the notion of others one day
living where they had so
confidently put down roots before
being moved off their land.

It is the old, the fiercely
independent who desperately want
to keep living where they have
grown up, married, raised families
and from where they hoped to be

carried out in a box, that you fret
for.

At the beginning of the week a
quake mate and I got to visit an
old-timer called Joseph, pushing 94
and living in a one-room rented
accommodation of a once grand
old house in the inner city. There’s
a single bed, a kitchen sink and a
sash window where he sits
listening to the blare of his radio.
The stud in the room is three
metres high and when his heater
packed up for 10 days he called the
room ‘‘the freezer’’.

After the February 22 quake
Joseph, who depends on meals on
wheels, didn’t get a visit from the
service for a month. He’s having
problems with his power manager,
and hasn’t had a shower for a long
time as the hot water cylinder has
been out of action since November.

He’ll get a good wash when he
goes into St George’s Hospital to

get a cataract in his right eye
removed.

He tells us he has absolutely no
interest in seeing the red zone or
the devastation of the city. ‘‘What’s
the use? I’ve seen enough,’’ he
says.

He’s been in Christchurch for
all the quakes, but says June 13
was the worst because he was
holding on to a water pipe outside
his house and it felt like ‘‘the
barrage of Alamein when 180 guns
went off at one time’’.

A packet of cigarettes sits
among the clutter on his table but
he insists he doesn’t smoke – ‘‘I
only puff’’.

I ask him what he thinks about.
‘‘Dreamtime,’’ he says, as he tells
about being made a ward of the
state at the age of 10 when he was
split up from his sister – whom he
never saw again but heard news of
a while back, when she was in her

80th year and living in Pakuranga.
He joined the army when he

was under age and we look at the
medals on the uniform he keeps in
pristine shape in his wardrobe,
and hear about all the wonders he
saw in the war years.

‘‘Memories,’’ he says. ‘‘That’s
all you’ve got,’’ and takes another
puff.

While we’re there, a meals-on-
wheels lady turns up with tinfoil-
enclosed tucker, which Joseph
thanks her for, dutifully writes the
date on the outside of, and puts in
his fridge with all the other meals.
When he stands up I see how frail
he is and after we leave I keep
thinking of him getting up in the
middle of the night and having to
go to the outside toilet in the
freezing night.

A kind soul at the Linwood
Community Centre has lent him a
heater till his other one is fixed.

God knows what the power bill
will be, as I read about the Red
Cross Commission offering power
grants for the elderly living in
damaged houses, but you have to
go online to get one.

When I ring the commission
and point out that many of the
elderly don’t use a computer, I am
reassured they can send out a
form.

The grant ends on Monday so it
won’t help Joseph, and he’s begun
to talk of going into care as he is
finding it increasingly difficult to
cope.

Later, I trawl back through sent
and received messages on my
cellphone going back for the past
few months and see R U OK? writ
large a million times over.

It’s a wonder that this cut to the
chase question, which says it all,
hasn’t wound up emblazoned
across T-shirts.


